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Psychiatric disorders:	heritable disorders of the brain

en.wikipedia.org
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Aims of	molecular genetic research in	psychiatry

Identification of disease genes

• Classification of disease
• Development of new therapeutics
• Individually tailored medication (precision medicine)
• Specific prevention based on early diagnosis

application
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Research	follows genomics knowledge and
available technology

Linkage /	candidate gene studies
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Strategies to	identify genetic risk factors in	complex diseases

Common,	low penetrant	variants (low risk)
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GWAS	– a	new	hope	for	complex	geneticsç



GWAS	– results	not	as	good	as	expected….



q
Schizophrenia	GWAS	– 2009	(ISC)
(The	International	Schizophrenia	Consortium,	Nature	2009)

2601	cases,	3345	controls

0	genome	wide	significant	sites



Sullivan et al., Mol. Psych. (2011)

GWAS	in	larger	samples	will	likely	identify	many	more	
common	disease	loci
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q

9’394	cases,	12’462	controls

5	genome	wide	significant	sites

PGC	Schizophrenia	- 2011



q

25’785	cases,	28’441	controls

62	genome	wide	significant	sites

PGC	Schizophrenia	- 2012



35’476	cases,	46’839	controls

128	genome	wide	significant	sites

PGC	Schizophrenia	- 2014

PGC SCZ working group, Nature 2014



Schizophrenia	candidate	genes	in	GWAS	data



Schizophrenia	candidate	genes	in	GWAS	data

DRD2	gene	in	PGC	SCZ	data



Gratten et al., Nat. Neurosci. (2014)

Lesson learned:	nature of common variants &
sample	sizes needed in	complex genetics
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Lesson learned:	nature of common variants &
sample	sizes needed in	complex genetics

• polygenicity is a	common feature
of psychiatric disorders

• common variants usually have very
small effect sizes (OR	<1.2)



Quantifying the overall effect of common
variation on	phenotype:	SNP	correlation

Gratten et al., Nat. Neurosci. (2014)
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Astonishing insights into the
genetics of these disorders:		

•Different	degree of heterogeneity
(SCZ<BD<MDD)

•Strong	genetic overlap (>60%)	
between SCZ	and BD	(stronger than
BD/MDD	and even MDD/MDD!)

•Majority of common risk factors
shared between ethnicities



SNP-based heritability:	contribution of common
variation to phenotypic variance

Geschwind & Flint, Science (2015)



Strategies to	identify genetic risk factors in	complex diseases

Common,	low penetrant	variants (low risk)
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1q21	Microdeletion associated with schizophrenia
(4,200	patients,	39,800	controls:	OR=14,83)

Stefansson*,	Rujescu*,	Cichon*	et	al.,	Nature	(2008)



Correlation between population rates and ORs for schizophrenia

George Kirov Hum. Mol. Genet. 2015;24:R45-R49
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Contribution of rare	CNVs	to schizophrenia
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Contribution of rare	CNVs	to schizophrenia

Most	CNVs	are associated with
different	brain diseases
(e.g.	SCZ	and Developmental Delay)
=>	pleiotropy



Contribution of CNVs	to psychiatric disorders

Geschwind & Flint, Science (2015)



Contribution of rare	variation at	single nucleotide level to
psychiatric disorders

• Preliminary evidence for increased rates of rare inherited mutations in ASD, 
de novo mutations (in SCZ); not well replicated yet

• Various challenges: 
Statistical power low, in particular for medium effect sizes 
For detection of de novo variants parents are needed
Relatively large amount of private mutations (100-200 per individual)
Functional consequences of rare variants largely unclear

• Several international consortia have formed 
to increase sample sizes, 
results can be expected soon



Geschwind & Flint, Science (2015)

Heterogeneous risk factors converge in	biological networks



Further	important use of genetic results:
clinical re-classification of psychiatric disorders



Geschwind & Flint, Science (2015)



Geschwind & Flint, Science (2015)

Reverse	phenotyping using single associated variants or
a	cumulative „polygenic risk score“	(PRS)



Genetic studies inform various follow-up studies to get a	better
biological understanding of brain function and dysfunction

• functional studies (animal models, 
iPSC, etc.)

• better molecular maps of individual 
brain cells and brain regions
(eQTLs/meQTLS)

• neuroimaging studies to elucidate the 
impact of associated variants: 
single rare/common phenotype-
associated variants or PRS Krug	et	al.,	Schizophr Bull,	2013

Erk et	al.,	Biol Psychiatry,	2014



Identification of	a	neurogenetic mechanism
for associated SNP	in	ZNF804A

• results suggest alteration of	connectivity
of	dorsolateral-prefontal cortex [DLPFC]

• fits with previous observations of
dysconnectivity of	these brain areas in	
schizophrenia

➥ ZNF804A	influences connectivity,	
disturbed connectivity:	risk factor for SCZ

fMRI in	115	healthy	probands with	functionally	validated	working	memory	test	
(n-back	task);	depending	on	rs1344706	genotype	(ZNF804A):



Understanding	genetic effects at	multiple	levels
and scales
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• Molecular	genetic	results	most	consistent	with	a	
polygenic	contribution	of	common	and	rare	variants	

• The	genetic architecture (i.e.	number and genetic
effects of involved genetic variants)	differs between
neuropsychiatric disorders

• Some disorders show significant genetic overlap
• The	genetic architecture of many neuroimaging

phenotypes will	probably be similar

Important terms:
• Heterogeneity,	polygenicity,	pleiotropy
• SNP	correlation,	SNP-based heritability

Lessons learned from genetic studies in	
neuropsychiatric disorders
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